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The World is Not Big Enough tells the story of Ahmad Shah Abed, an Afghan asylum seeker 
whom Russell wrote letters to when she was a student. Years later, Russell googled him and 
discovered he’d been murdered by another refugee. Russell sets out to discover the truth of 
Ahmad Shah’s story: this book commemorates him whilst exposing the hidden realities of 
Australia’s immigration detention system. 
 
Julian Burnside advised Russell against writing Ahmad Shah’s story: the tale of one refugee 
murdering another seemed like bad PR for refugees. Russell ignored him, rightly sensing that 
hagiographies pander to a polarising political dynamic that weaponises refugee narratives. Her 
meticulously detailed research into both Ahmad Shah and his murderer’s lives is key to her 
book’s humanising power.  
 
The most compelling parts of the book are Russell’s interviews with immigration officers, 
activists, aid workers, lawyers, doctors, Ahmad Shah’s friends and his murderer. We also hear 
Ahmad Shah’s own words via quotes from his original letters, including one where he describes 
the detention centre as a ‘Refugee Zoo.’ In this zoo, refugees have numbers instead of the 
‘dignity of a name.’ 
 
Russell’s book exposes the claustrophobic, Kafkaesque ‘circular trap’ of Australia’s immigration 
detention system, one which seems designed to transform the ‘mourning and trauma’ of refugees 
‘into madness.’ Russell shows how nothing explains this (not even economics) except the fact 
that consecutive governments have learned to use refugees as political pawns.  
 
Ahmad Shah once wondered, ‘Why should the busy world waste time remembering me?’ 
Russell’s book replies that we can’t afford to forget him. Our world is clearly ‘big enough’ for us 
to help refugees, but no world is big enough to contain the damage, anger and madness that can 
only result from systemic organised cruelty. 
 
Ó H.C. Gildfind. This review was first published in Good Reading Magazine. 
 
 


